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Abstract--The aim of this paper is to introduce stochastic features into a facility 
location model to describe both the total demand for facilities and the trip pattern of 
the customers. The usefulness of stochastic programming tools in formulating and 
solving problems of this type is explored. Numerical stochastic nondifferentiable 
optimization techniques are outlined, and optimality conditions and practical com- 
putations are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The public provision of urban facilities and services often takes the form of a few 
central supply points serving a large number of spatially dispersed emand points. These 
facilities include hospitals, schools, libraries, and emergency provisions uch as fire and 
police services. One of the fundamental features of these systems is the spatial 
interaction between suppliers and consumers. The need to introduce behavioral patterns 
more realistic than simply assuming that customers use the nearest facility has been 
recognized by many authors, among them Coelho and Wilson [1], Hodgson [2], Beau- 
mont [3], and Leonardi [4, 5]. Since the proposed spatial interaction ("gravity") models 
can be justified both theoretically and empirically, their use in location modelling seems 
promising. 
However, the classical spatial interaction models solve only part of the problem. 
Although they are based on stochastic assumptions [6-8], they use only the expected 
values of the underlying stochastic processes. A natural further step is therefore to 
introduce the stochastic behavior explicitly, thus allowing for uncertainty in both 
customer choice and knowledge of demand. 
This paper investigates some of the problems arising when such stochastic features 
are introduced, and suggests ome numerical tools which could be used to solve these 
problems. Since this paper is of an exploratory nature, the examples are kept as simple 
as possible. However, it is felt that the approach is much more general than the 
applications discussed here would suggest; it can easily be extended to more complex 
problems without involving any major change in theory and tools. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The simplest formulation of the deterministic facility location problem is as follows: 
minimize the performance function 
(x~ i ln(xij) + cijxij) (1) 
I,J 
subject to the constraints 
n 
~ xij = ai, i = 1, r, (2) 
xij - 0, Vi, j, (3) 
where xij is an (unknown) expected flow of users from demand location i to facility 
location j ( i=  1, r, j = 1, n) per unit time; a~ is the total demand (in terms of customers to 
be served per unit of time) at each demand location i; c~j are the costs of travel between 
each pair of locations (i, j). 
The objective function (1) was first introduced into transport planning evaluation by 
Bregman [9] and Neuburger [10] and extended to location analysis by Coelho and Wilson 
[1]. These authors gave this function an economic interpretation, namely the consumer 
surplus measure associated with the pattern of consumer trips {x0}. 
Due to the simple form of the problem (1)-(3), the closed-form optimal solution is not 
hard to find: 
r 
xij = aiPij, xj = ~= xii, (4) 
where 
po = exp(-  c~) 
exp(-  cij) 
I 
and xj is the size of the facility at j. Note that the quantities P~j satisfy the following 
conditions: 
FI 
~__~l P~j = 1, Pij>-O, i=  1, r, j=  1, n. 
= 
(5) 
Equations (4) and (5) imply that trips from demand locations to facilities are made 
according to a very simple interaction rule. The quantity Pij ca~ be interpreted as the 
probability that a customer living at location i will choose the facility at location j. Then 
x 0 is the expected number of customers traveling between i and j. 
It is worth noting that the interpretation of the quantities Pij as probabilities is 
connected with the theory of probabilistic hoice behavior [11]. It has also been shown 
by Bertuglia and Leonardi [8] that these quantities can be considered as a steady-state 
distribution of a suitably defined Markov process. 
It is now possible to use Eq. (4) as the basis from which to make some generalizations 
concerning stochasticity. The simplest of these are as follows: 
(1) The demand ai of demand location i is not known in advance; it is a random variable. 
This assumption is reasonable in many long-term planning applications. For instance, 
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in a high-school location problem the total number of students living in each demand 
location may change over time and so cannot be known in advance. 
(2) Customers living in district i choose their destinations j independently of each 
other with probability Pq. 
These assumptions are embodied in the following model, which assumes that the 
choices made by the customers are stochastic. Let eq be the actual (random) numbers of 
customers traveling from i to j and define ~'i, the total number of customers attracted to j, 
as follows: 
Note also that 
r 
¢J= ~=l eo ' j=  
n 
~__~1 eij -- ai, i = 1, r. (6) 
= 
Let Hi(y) denote the distribution function Tj: 
Hi(y)  = P{~j _< y}. 
The distribution function Hi(y) cannot easily be given in closed form, but random draws 
of T i can be computed using a simple simulation model based on Eq. (6). If x~ is the 
planned size of the facility at j, then the actual number -rj of customers attracted to j may 
not be equal to xj. Suppose that a cost 
has to be paid when xj -> Tj and a cost 
a;(T j  - xj) 
has to be paid when xj < Tj. We therefore have the cost function 
I 'aT(xj - Tj), if xj - ~j, 
h(xJ' "q) = [ai( ' r  j - xj), if x i < q'j. 
The resulting stochastic programming problem is then as follows: determine the sizes xj 
of the facilities j = 1, n that minimize the expected cost 
n 
F(x l  . . . x,,) = ~ Efj(xj, "i'j) (7) 
n 
= ~ [a~ fo  I (x , -y )dH, (y )+ a i fxS (y - x,) dHj(y)] 
subject to constraints 
xj ~ 0, j = 1, n. (8) 
Note that the objective function contains no spatial interaction embedding term since the 
behavior of the customer is included in the structure of the probabilities Pi~. 
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Practical problems that lead to the minimization of a function such as Eq. (7) are 
common in operations research. For example, we could consider a facility allocation 
problem or a storage inventory control problem where some capacities have to meet 
random demand and both surpluses and deficits incur penalty costs. 
In the special case where F(x) has continuous derivatives, minimization of F(x) by 
analytical means would lead to consideration of the partial derivatives 
- f0' f ,9 F(x) = a~ dHi (y ) -  a [  dHj(y). Oxj j 
The solution would then require the determination of x = (xl . . .  x,) such that 
aj , j= l ,n .  
In general it may not be possible to solve this equation analytically [for instance, if Hi(y) 
is unknown, as in problem (7)-(8)]. 
3. THE STOCHASTIC QUASIGRADIENT METHOD 
The solution of problems such as (7)-(8) usually gives rise to two main difficulties. 
First, it is often difficult or impossible to compute the exact values of the integrals 
appearing in (7), except for very special and well-behaved forms of the distribution of 
functions Hi(y). Functions of this type are often defined not by a closed-form equation, 
but rather by means of a rule for generating random draws from them by Monte-Carlo- 
type simulation procedures. Thus, to solve such problems it is necessary to develop 
algorithmic minimization procedures which do not calculate the exact values of the 
objective function. Second, although the objective function (7) is convex, it is generally 
nonsmooth. This becomes clear after reformulating problem (7)-(8) as a stochastic 
minimax problem. It is easy to see that 
fj(x i, rj) = max{a ~-(xj - Tj), a~-(~-j - xj)}. 
The objective function (7) is therefore 
n 
F(x) = ~ E max{a ~(xj - ~j), a~(T~ - xj)}. (9) 
Function (9) is convex, but in general nonsmooth, since the maximization operator is 
present under the mathematical expectation sign. 
These difficulties can be overcome by using a numerical procedure [16] in which 
successive approximations x ~ = (x~.. .  x~), s = 0, 1 . . .  are derived as follows. 
Let x °= (x° . . .  x °) be an arbitrary initial approximation and x s= (x~.. .  x~) be the 
approximation computed after the sth iteration. A random observation C = (T~ . . .  T~) of 
the vector • = (~1-.. ~,) is obtained by simulation. A new approximation is determined 
by the rule: 
xj~+l = max{0, x~ - Ps~}, J = 1, n, s = 0, 1 . . .  (10) 
where p~ is a step multiplier, such that 
o,'-o, ,=o  (11) 
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and 
6; = t -a? ,  i f x ;<r ; .  
(12) 
THEOREM 1. The sequence {x'} generated by (10)-(12) converges with probability 1 to 
an optimal solution of problem (7)-(8). 
Expression (10) represents a stochastic quasigradient procedure [12, 13]. The con- 
vergence of the sequence {x'} to an optimal solution of problem (7)--(8) is based on the 
fact that the random vector ~' = (~. . .  ~),  as defined in (12), is a stochastic estimate of 
the subgradient of function (9). 
It should be briefly recalled [14] that a subgradient Fx(x) of a convex function F(x) is 
a vector such that the inequality 
F(y)-  F(x )  >_ (P,(x) ,  y - x)  
holds for all y (the angular brackets on the right-hand side denoting the inner product of 
two vectors). A subgradient of a differentiable function F(x) is equal to the gradient. 
It can be proved that the conditional mathematical expectation E{~' Ix'} of random 
vector ~' is a subgradient of function (9) at x = xt  To show this, consider the more 
general problem of minimizing the function 
n 
F(x) = E ,~k<~max ~= [a~j(to)xj +/3k(tO)] (13) 
subject o constraints 
n 
~ aijxj >_ b~, i= 1, m, 
= 
(14) 
where akj(to) and /3k(to) are random numbers defined on a probability space (fl, A, P), 
Eakj < ~, E[3k < ~, Vk, j, and aij, bl are deterministic parameters. 
A number of stochastic facility location models, and inventory control models can be 
"t"~ 
v 
X.  ----'[. X.  
3 3 3 
Fig. 1. 
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reduced to this type of stochastic minimax problem. For instance, the cost function fj(xj, 
Tj) connected with overestimating and underestimating the demand ~-j in district j may be 
a piecewise linear function more general than the function f~(xj, ~j) discussed above (see 
Figs. 1 and 2). 
In this case, instead of function (9), we would have to minimize a function of the 
following type: 
n 
F(x) = ~ E max [ask (X  s - -  ZS)]. 
= I~k~Kj  
The constraints (14) may reflect limits on the size of facilities, the total budget, or 
relations between different types of facilities to be located at the same time. The 
stochastic quasigradient procedure for solving (13)--(14) is defined by the following rule. 
Let x ° be an arbitrary initial approximation and x s be the approximation obtained 
after the sth iteration. The random parameters a] s, /3] are observed according to the 
probability space (12, A, P). An index ks is computed, satisfying the relation 
n Pt 
[~tk,jxj a_ s ~k,] = max 
= l~k~K = 
and a vector ~s = (~] . . .  ~) ,  where 
~ = a~,  j = 1, n (15) 
is determined. A new approximation x TM is then computed for s = 0, 1 . . .  
x s+~ = II(x s - Os~), (16) 
where II is the projection on the feasible set X defined by constraints (14). 
The projection of a point y on the set X is the solution to the problem of minimizing 
lY - xl z over x E X for fixed y. Since X is a polyhedral set, the computer can be used to 
carry out the projection. At each iteration the preceding projection is taken as the initial 
-p  
v 
"P"I 
X.  = ' [ ,  
3 3 
Fig. 2. 
X . 
3 
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approximation for the new projection. In this case the new projection is found in a small 
number of steps. If X = {x I _x _ x -< £}, then H(y) = min{~, max{_x, y}}. Under any 
reasonably simple choice of ks, the vector ~s becomes random. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that Eakj < 0% Vk, j. Then 
E{~S ] x ~} = #x(x9 
where Px(x s) is a subgradient of function (13). 
Proof. The existence of the conditional mathematical expectation of ~' follows from 
the existence of Eakj, Vk, j. We have 
t l  tt  
max [akjx~ + ¢1~1 - [~k,~xj + Ck.l 
l~k~K = = 
n n 
J= l= J= l= 
n 
= ~ a ~(xj  - x~). 
Taking the conditional expectation of both sides, we obtain 
F(x )  - F (x  s) >- (E{6 ~ I xS}, x - xS), 
and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 
(a) 
(b) 
~,, I.~Jl ~ < c < ~, 
oo co 
° ,  = s2__o   = = 
Then the sequence {x s} generated by (16) converges with probability 1 to an optimal 
solution of problem (13)--(14). 
This theorem follows from the general result for the convergence of stochastic 
quasigradient methods [12, 15]. A simplified version of the proof follows. 
The properties of the operation II yield the expression 
Hx* - x*+lH2 ~ Ilx* - x s + os~ll  ~ = IIx* - x~ll 2 
for any optimal solution x*. From this 
EOlx*  - xS+'ll~ I xq  -< IIx* - x'U z + 2p,[F(x*) - F txg]  + Cp~. (17) 
Taking into account that F(x* ) -  F(x s) < 0, 
Eil lx* - x" l le  I x*} -< IIx* - x'l[ z + Cp~. 
414 
From this inequality, we have 
where 
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E{Z~. , I  ZA  <- Z, ,  s = O, 1 . . .  
oo 
zs  = IIx* - x~ll ~ + c ~=~ p~. 
The sequence {Z~} is therefore a super martingale and Z, - 0. From this, the sequence 
{Z'} converges with probability 1. The assumption 
2 ps < oo 
s=0 
means that {llx*- xSll 2} also converges with probability 1. For two distinct accumulation 
points x', x" of the sequence {x'} we have 
IIx* - x'll = - I I x*  - x"ll 2 = 0 = 2(x*,  x" -  x') + IIx'll = -IIx"ll ~. 
Thus, if x', x" do not belong to the set of optimal solutions X*, then X* lies in the 
hyperplane equidistant from points x' ,  x". Therefore, if we show that one of the 
accumulation points of {x'} belongs to X* with probability 1, it would follow that the 
sequence {x '} converges with probability 1 to X*. 
Ei lx* - x~÷ll12 ~ EIIx* - x~l ~ + 2E ~--0 pk[F(x*)- F(xS)] + C ~--0 p~ 
from which we get 
Since 
oo 
E ~0~ p,[F(x*) - F(x')] > 0. 
~--o= 0~ = oo and F(x* )  - F (x  ~) <- 0, 
then with probability 1 there exists a subsequence x 'k such that 
F(x* ) -F (xSg~O,  
and this completes the proof. 
4. PRACTICAL COMPUTATIONS 
Procedure (10) has been used to solve some problems of high-school location in Turin; 
the computational spects have been explored by Ermoliev, Leonardi, and Vira [16]. 
The step-size p, is not determined by the control equations (11); the p, are usually 
controlled by keeping the step multiplier constant during a number of iterations and then 
reducing it according to certain rules. In the course of the iterations a succession of 
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values 
= 1_ ~,  f (xk  
f '  s (#--o ~" ' "rk)' 
where 
n 
f(x k, to k) = ~ max{a;(x~- ~-~), a~-(~'~ - Xk)}, 
to~ = (~... ~) 
is observed. The values of the sequence {f(x', to')} usually vary over a wide range, while 
the sequence {L} shows much smoother behavior, as shown in Fig. 3; one rule used in 
controlling the step-size is based on this fact. The whole method can be summarized as 
follows: 
(1) Choose an initial value p0 for the step multiplier. 
(2) Using po for the step multiplier, calculate the value of L. 
(3) When the values of the sequence {L} remain at approximately the same level, 
reduce the value of step multiplier by one half. 
(4) Go back to step 2 until no improvement in the test function L is observed. 
There are some unanswered questions in the procedure outlined above. First, how 
should the initial step multiplier be chosen? If it is too large, the sequence {L} will 
oscillate heavily and no decrease in the objective function will be observed. If the initial 
step multiplier is too small, the rate of decrease will be very small, perhaps almost 
imperceptible. 
One of the best ways of controlling the procedure would be to use an on-line code, 
where the program continuously plots the values of the sequence {f,} on the screen and 
the iterations could be manually interrupted to reduce the step multiplier. This is not 
always possible, which means that the iterations must be performed in small batches, the 
m"" 
3 
" 140 
X 
130 
I~m 120 
m 
o i i0  
o i00 
90 
o 80 
70 
> 
60 
It 
I 
t '\ 
I I ~ - f(xS'~S)- 
, / .  ~i j ~ 1,/% 
I I ,1 I / / . 
I k . l . "k  ,_' ' . . . L  I _ 
/I I1 i .~r '~~l l  I1~ I l r~/~~/~ , 
I I I I '  I I I~ 
0 5 i0 15 20 25 30 
Number  of  i te ra t ions ,  s 
Fig. 3. The behavior of the sequences {.f(x', a/)} and {f,} as a function of the iteration umber. 
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values of fs are then plotted and adjustments of the step multiplier can be made. The 
manual step-size control requires considerable ffort from the operator and usually 
results in a slow computer code. 
An automatic version of the manual step-size control would overcome the need for 
numerous manual operations. Ermoliev, Leonardi, and Vira [16] have developed a 
simple procedure which, given three parameters, simulates the behavior of the con- 
trolling person and reduces the step multiplier as soon as it observes a stationary, or 
oscillatory, sequence fs. 
Let  the three input parameters be N, % and 8. The parameter N fixes the batch size, 
i.e., the iterations t = 1, 2 . . .  will be performed in batches of N. Define 
Mt ={s [ ( t -1 )N  <--s <-tN}, t = 1 ,2 . . .  
L + = max{O, • - L-l}. 
The procedure checks two conditions: 
Z f: 
seM, --> 8. 
max( i )  - max( i )  
sEMt s6Mt 
90 
0 
.,-I 
0 80 
70 
& 
• ~ = Manual control control 
"~ _\_ __ = Simulated manual 
0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 
Number of iterations, s 
Fig. 4. The convergence b havior of ~,} in the manual control and simulated manual control cases. 
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If either of these conditions holds, the step multiplier will be reduced by one half. The 
first condition tests whether the decrease in the sequence, proportional to the step-size 
used, is less than the given limit. The second condition then checks if the sequence is 
oscillatory. This is done by considering the ratio of the sum of positive jumps of the 
sequence {is} to the maximum change in the sequence during the batch of iterations. 
With ~/=0.01, 8 =0.30, and N =5 the procedure simulates manual control very 
closely (Fig. 4). Note that if the initial approximation x ° is far from the actual solution 
and a small initial step multiplier is used, then the procedure described above may 
reduce the step-size too rapidly. This danger can normally be eliminated by selecting an 
initial step-size that is too big, rather than too small. 
5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
The numerical methods outlined in Sec. 3 are quite general and can be used even if 
the distributions of random parameters are very ill-conditioned. 
If, however, these distributions are sufficiently well-behaved, it may be worth trying 
to develop the exact optimality conditions and trying to find a set of simple equations for 
the optimal solution. The general optimality conditions for stochastic programming 
problems have been investigated [12, 17-21], but the special structure of problems (7)-(8) 
and (13)-(14) can be exploited to obtain the optimality conditions in a more specialized 
form. These conditions are outlined below. 
Let/~x(x) be a subgradient of convex function (13). We have a number of well-known 
conditions necessary and sufficient for optimality [19-21]: there must exist Px(x) and 
numbers A~ -> O, i = 1, m such that 
m ra  
n 
Ai(1~__1= a, jx i -b , )= 0, i=  1, m, 
where a ~ = (a , . . .  a~,). However, it is also known [22] that Px(x) is a subgradient of a 
function of type (13) if and only if 
lex(x) = EL(x, to), 
where L(x, to) is a subgradient of function 
t l  
f(x, to) = l~J,~Kmax ~ [a~j(to)Xj +/3k(to)], 
for fixed to. We therefore have the following conditions: a point x is an optimal solution 
of the problem (13)-(14) if and only if there exist a subgradient L(x, to) and multipliers 
Ai -> O, 
ra  
,_~l hi #0 
= 
such that 
m 
six(x, to) -  x,a' = o, (18) 
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hi ai~xj - bi = 0, i = 1, m.  (19) 
It is known (see, for instance, [12, 15,231) that for fixed co 
L(x,  co) E G(x, co) = Co{a v(to), v ~ K(x ,  to)I, (20) 
where Co denotes the set of all l inear combinations of the argument vectors 
a ~(to) = (a~( to ) . . .  avn(to)),  
K(x ,  to) = {v ] (,~ v(to), x) +/3~(to) = max[(ak(to), x) +/3k(to)]}. 
k 
Let  us now come back to the original problem (7)-(8). For this problem 
to = 0"~ • • • l-n), 
tl 
f (x ,  co) = ~ max{a ; (x j -  ~j), ai-(Tj -x j)} 
n 
= max ~ a~i(xj-  rj), 
( tq  . . .  k,,) ~---1 
2 -a ; .  We also have where k s E{1,2}, aJ = a ; ,  as = 
G(x ,  to) = G~(x, to) ×-  • • x G . (x ,  to), 
Gj(x, to) = Co{a~, k E K(x ,  to)}, 
[{1}, if xj > Tj, 
K(x, to) = ~{2}, if xj < Cj, 
[{1, 2}, if xj = Cj. 
Then, from (19)-(20), we obtain the following optimality conditions for problem (7)-(8): 
multipliers 0 -< 3~i -< 1, X i -> 0, j = 1, n exist such that 
a;H j (x j )  - a;[1 - nj(xt)] + [%a;  - (1 - 7j)a i-] dHj (x j )  + h i = 0 
X~xj = 0, j = 1, n 
if and only if the point x is an optimal solution. These conditions can be rewritten as 
follows: 
( a ;  + a ;)I-lj(xs) + [ 3~sa ; - (1 - 3,j)a ;] dHs(x s) <- a ; , if xj = 0) 
(a ;  + aZj)Hj(xj) + [Via; - (1 Vj)a;] dH~(x~) = a ; ,  if xj > 0I (21) 
at an optimal In particular, if d/-/j(xj)= 0 
continuous, then we obtain 
solution, or if the distributions Hi( .  ) are 
(a-[ + ai)Hj(x~) <-a i, i fx~ =~i}  
(aT + a;)Hj(xj) a;,  tr xj > 
(22) 
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From Eqs. (21) and (22) it is possible to obtain a closed-form optimal solution for some 
kinds of distributions Hi. One important peculiarity of problem (7)-(8) should also be 
noted: the set of subgradients of objective function (7) has a closed form, 
OF(x) = OF (l) X • • • X F {"~, 
3F °~ = {(a; + a; )H j (x  i) + [Tia; - (1 - 7j)a;]aHj(x~) - a ;  10-  < 7i -< 1}. 
This gives us the opportunity to use both descent and nondescent methods of 
nondifferentiable optimization [12, 24, 25] if H i is known and the values of the objective 
function can be computed (note that nondescent procedures do not require the second of 
these conditions to be met). 
6. CONCLUDING COMMENTS AND ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The examples discussed in the previous sections have been kept as simple as possible, 
in order to introduce the methods. However,  when some of the simplifying assumptions 
are dropped, new and more realistic models are obtained. 
One possible path toward generalization is the introduction of more complex cost 
functions and constraints. For instance, introducing cost functions which include a fixed 
charge to be paid when a facility is established, regardless of its size. The optimization 
problem then assumes a combinatorial aspect. Research on this kind of problem is 
proceeding and some numerical results have already been obtained [16]. 
Another generalization is obtained by introducing many types of facilities, all to be 
located at the same time. For example, one may be concerned with locating schools 
specializing in different subjects or providing different training. All of the above 
constraints till hold for each type of school, but some new constraints may be needed 
due to interactions among the different ypes of schools. For instance, total demand for 
each type of school may not be known in advance, and customers may be allowed to 
choose both the location and the type of schools. 
When all the above generalizations are introduced, the resulting model looks much 
more complicated than those discussed earlier in this paper. However,  it still belongs to 
the general class of stochastic programs of type (13)-(14) with linear constraints for 
which theoretical results and algorithms are available. Some applications of stochastic 
programming to location problems of this type are in progress, and will be the subject of 
a forthcoming publication. 
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